TAKE A SIX-WEEK TRIP TO CHINA. BUILD YOUR RÉSUMÉ WHILE YOU’RE AT IT.

UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON CHINA INSTITUTE
代顿大学中国研究院
YOUR GLOBAL CLASSROOM

The University of Dayton China Institute is your global classroom, just 75 miles from Shanghai in the ultra-modern Suzhou Industrial Park.

Home to a third of the world’s Fortune 500 companies, Suzhou Industrial Park is a center of innovation unlike any other.

You’ll join teams of American, Chinese and international students to conduct hands-on projects with our partner companies. These include Lilly Suzhou Pharmaceutical Co., Emerson Climate Technologies (Suzhou) Research and Development Co., Marian (Suzhou) Co., Ltd. and Makino (China) Co., Ltd., to name a few.

Guest speakers from multinational companies will give special lectures. And professors from Nanjing University and other partner universities will provide Chinese culture and society seminars on topics that range from how to do business in China to appreciating Chinese music, art and tai chi.
“WE’RE PROVIDING OUR STUDENTS WITH INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES FEW CAMPUSES CAN OFFER.”

— Daniel J. Curran Ph.D., University of Dayton President
MAKE THIS TIME ZONE YOUR COMFORT ZONE.

We live and work in a world without traditional borders. If you want an invaluable global experience and an edge in the workplace when you graduate, register for the University of Dayton China Institute Summer Program.

It’s an opportunity to build your résumé — and experience a life-changing summer.

Study this summer at the University of Dayton China Institute.

www.udayton.edu/china_institute/
GLOBALIZATION ISN’T IN YOUR FUTURE. IT’S RIGHT NOW.

Jet to China to study for six weeks during the first summer session (May 13-June 21, 2013). We’ll provide a $3,000 scholarship to help cover your international airfare, housing and tours of a few of China’s most spectacular cities.

Tuition: $7,900
Estimated airfare, books & supplies, housing, meals and personal expenses: $3,500
Scholarship: $3,000

With the scholarship, your out-of-pocket cost for this lifetime adventure is $8,400.

Just apply for the scholarship, register for nine credit hours taught by University of Dayton faculty — and prepare yourself for the experience of a lifetime.

You’ll take these classes at the University of Dayton China Institute:

- Project Management (EGR 323/OPS 413) - 3 credits
- Innovative Design and Entrepreneurship (EGR299/MKT429) - 3 credits
- Intercultural Communications (CMS316) - 3 credits
To apply for the University of Dayton China Institute Summer Program Scholarship, visit www.udayton.edu/china_institute/. Applicants must have a 3.0 or above GPA to be eligible. Registration will be capped at 25 students. The application deadline is Feb. 15, 2013.

Questions? Email udci@udayton.edu or contact:

Office of International Admission
Email: udci@udayton.edu
Phone: 800-837-7433

Phil Doepker
Coordinator of Industrial and Technical Relations, UDCI
Email: pdoepker1@udayton.edu
937-229-2971

Riad Alakkad
Associate Dean, School of Engineering
Email: ralakkad1@udayton.edu
937-229-2736

www.udayton.edu/china_institute/